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IR: non-vascular procedures

PTCDFeeding tube Abces drainsNephrostomy
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Interventional Radiology

The number and complexity of vascular and non-vascular fluoroscopy-guided 

interventions is rapidly growing

Increased radiation exposure for IR’s, surgeons and staff

Radiation safety is crucial for both patient and professionals

Medical staff working should be aware of the radiation dose during 

procedures and which factors determine the level of these doses*



Interventional Radiology

The number and complexity of vascular and non-vascular fluoroscopy-guided 

interventions is rapidly growing

Increased radiation exposure for IR’s, surgeons and staff

Radiation safety is crucial for both patient and professionals

Medical staff working should be aware of the radiation dose during 

procedures and which factors determine the level of these doses*

Knowledge on personal and procedural radiation dose allows for optimal use of 

the ALARA principles
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Awareness
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Awareness

Training / education

Dose Wise system

Dedicated real-time, patient and staff dose monitoring system

Automatically registers patient and staff dose for each procedure    

Identify types of intervention with a high staff dose

Increase radiation awareness



Staff dose analysis study

Median procedural and staff  doses vary widely between procedure types

Mean DAP highest in abdominal interventions 

(lowest for AV fistula interventions)

Highest FO dose in abdominal interventions

(lowest for AV fistula and PRG’s)



Staff dose analysis study

Corrected for the procedural DAP

The relative dose FO and FT was 

highest in “small” procedures e.g. biliary, PRG, nefrostomies

lowest for cerebral interventions



Staff dose analysis study

Acquisition technique:

Patient dose driven by fluoroscopy and DSA

FO dose driven by 80% fluoroscopy
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Providing medical staff with personal feedback

Increase dose awareness

Lead to optimized behaviour



Personalized Feedback

Providing medical staff with personal feedback

Increase dose awareness

Lead to optimized behaviour

Significant decrease FT dose

A trend towards FO dose reduction

The use of the radiation protection tools increased:

table drape, table shield ceiling shield by 2, 15 and 28% resp.



Protection

Personal protection

lead apron

thyroid protector

X-ray safety glasses



Protection

General protection

upper body shield

lower body drapes

disposable pads
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Alternatives

no-brainer

“bus shelter”

zero-gravity systems
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Future developments

Interventional MRI (iMRI)

FORS



Interventional MRI

Magnetic Resonance Imaging offers:

superior soft tissue contrast

sufficient spatial resolution

multi-planar 3D reconstructions in any direction

functional parameters: 

flow, temperature, perfusion, tissue oxygenation

end-point of an IR procedure
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Disadvantages of Magnetic Resonance Imaging: 

exam time

lack of compatible equipment

long learning curve



Interventional MRI

Disadvantages of Magnetic Resonance Imaging: 

exam time

lack of compatible equipment

long learning curve

costs (too high?)



Fiber Optic Realshape technology (FORS)

Multicore optical fiber integrated in wires and catheters

Analysis of wavelength spectra of received laser light 

Allows radiation-free visualization in real time and 3D
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Fiber Optic Realshape technology (FORS)

Early days

Lot of challenges

First-in-man studies are running

Fluoroscopy remains necessary 

Costs?



Conclusion

Interventional Radiology is the best!

Success comes at a cost: radiation

Training is essential

Alternatives are on their way



Thank you for your attention!
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